Communications

CTAF/UNICOM ... 122.8
PCL ................. CTAF (For VASI & REIL
Rwy 34)

Navigation

Elevation .......... 63’ MSL
TPA .................. 1063’ MSL (1000’ AGL)
Runway .......... 16/34; 3400’x75’; ASPH
Lights ............. Dusk-dawn, MIRL
Latitude .......... N 47° 19.66’
Longitude ......... W 122° 13.60’

Services

Fuel ................. 100LL (24-hour credit card
fuel services)

Notes

Right hand traffic runway 16. Rotocraft traffic pattern; RH RWY 34, LH RWY 16.
Plan approach and departures to avoid noise. Sensitive residential area east of
airport. Super Unicom click 3 times for advisory.